30 DAYS:

SEMD

What is your dream?

Group QV: 5400

$250

What are you going to do to make this happen?

YOU

$150
$50

“Work as if it all depends on you & pray as if it all
depends on G-d!”
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Keep this in the forefront of your mind!

$150

$50
$50
$50

$50
$50

$50

$50

TAKE-AWAYS:

SEMD Benefits:
*Infinity Bonuses (Coding Bonuses
for every CEO Pak sold in your
organization)
*TAC Points for annual cruise

1) YGY products change HEALTH; YGY compensation plan changes LIVES
2) Until you are familiar with the products and compensation plan, utilize your UPLINE to
introduce the product and the compensation plan.
3) Become an expert at the invite: “An exciting new opportunity has been presented to me.
When can you meet for coffee?” -OR- “I have a natural healthcare practitioner friend who
gives free health talks. Can we plan a talk at your house? When are you free?”
** I am free at varying times every day and every evening of the week except Fridays and
Saturdays. Pick a couple times that work for your friend, then confirm that it works for me.
**Your friends who host a health talk will earn a FREE CEO Pak + next month’s Healthy Body
Start Pak for FREE (if three people sign up)
4) Do NOT give more information than a simple invite!! Let your upline be the EXPERTS!
“I can’t really do it justice in the time we have to talk right now. Let’s set a time.”
5) $25 Membership is not what I did, and it is NOT what I recommend
6) If you cannot afford a CEO Pak, then you NEED the CEO Pak-- let’s find a way to help you get
one! (Craigslist, make your list, book a health talk, etc.)
1
7)

*Car Bonus (12 personally enrolled)
$300-1000 per month

